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About This Game

Introduction

Watch out is intended to be an "I got to kill 5-10 minutes somehow"-game. It is an arcade racing game where your only
objective is to get as high a score as possible on a random generated map.

Gameplay

There is no complex mechanics that you need to learn before being able to master the game. The only objective is to get the
highest score possible. When playing the game, you will soon see how the car behaves while driving. If you drive too fast during
a turn, the car will most likely spin out which could cause you to lose the time left or hit a pedestrian. By playing the game, you

might end up being one hell of a drifter but be aware: The day can turn to night which makes visibility worse so be careful.

Key Bindings

Accelerate: W or Arrow Up
Deaccelerate: S or Arrow Down
Steering Left: A or Arrow Left

Steering Right: D or Arrow Right
Handbrake: Space

Toggle Headlights: L
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Quick Restart: R

Upcoming

There will be implemented a leaderboard in a upcoming patch. This will make it possible for you to compare your scores with
others! There will also come a multiplayer 1v1 mode.
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Title: Watch Out
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Noctecraft Entertainment
Publisher:
Noctecraft Entertainment
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 540

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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While I'd be more likely to classify this game as neutral than bad, I would never recommend it. I've played 21 Nancy Drew
games and this one was easily one of the worst I've played. There are so many better ones that unless you want to beat all of
them, I can't say this one is worth your money or time. I'm a HUGE fan of Nancy Drew games, Greek history, and theatre.
Given how much I enjoyed Secret of the Scarlet Hand (one of my favourites) and Tomb of the Lost Queen, I expected to love
this game, but I found it very disappointing.

For most of the game, the pacing is incredibly slow. This seems to be a result of two things. First of all, much of the story could
be characterized as you waiting for the curator to get back so you take care of some small jobs and babysit some suspicious
actors in the meantime. Something went wrong with a shipment and some artifacts went missing. The curator goes to
investigate. Sounds exciting right? Too bad you're stuck at the museum. It's not even a suspenseful wait. The story is pretty
predictable. The other factor is that many tasks you complete are accomplished by triggering things that don't really have a
logical connection. Here's a pretty early example that I will make as spoiler-free as possible: the curator has left Nancy a list of
tasks some of which involve using the computer. The computer is password protected, but Nancy is not able to call and ask for
the password (which she will do later in the game to access a specific program). After some searching it's pretty easy to predict
where to find the password, but you'll need another item to get it. Getting that item requires you to do something that has no
logical connection to it. It's pretty frustrating when you're aimlessly wandering around this often and this early in the game,
waiting for things to happen.

Another thing that really bothered me about this game, was that you really NEED to make backup files because you can get
stuck to the point you'll need to restart. I don't think this has been possible since the second game in the series which was
released in 1999. To put the situation in as vague terms as possible, Nancy goes through a door and down a hallway. At one end
of the hallway is a timed puzzle that if you fail results in a game over. However, you will not be able to to attempt the puzzle
unless you have the required item. If you try and go back out the way you came, you'll find there's another puzzle on the back of
the door you entered from. This puzzle requires a different item and you will not be able to attempt it unless you have it. Thus if
you enter the hallway without one of those two items, you will not be able to leave the hallway. Unless you made a backup at an
earlier point, you will have to restart. It's also worth noting that this inability to attempt puzzles you don\u2019t have the items
for can also be frustrating if you already have some knowledge of ancient Greece. You may be able to solve some based on your
pre-existing knowledge, but will not be able to attempt them, until Nancy reads the book required for that puzzle.

One last annoyance I would like to add is that the characters keep talking about something world-specific and no one ever really
explains what it is. It's possible that I might have picked some dialogue options out of order and missed that conversation
though.

There are of course some good things in the game. The backgrounds look gorgeous. Although I wish they had put the same
effort into Grigor's face (light haired man from the pictures in the steam store). It's a shame since he has some pretty
entertaining dialogue, but I've played many games with worse faces so it's fine. The end of the game is easily the best part.
Things finally start to get exciting and the pace picks up. The epilogue is pretty comprehensive. This is something I really
appreciated as it was a real weak point for Secret of the Scarlet Hand and The Tomb of the Lost Queen. I still had a couple of
questions remaining, but this was one of the better epilogues in the series.

The sad thing is that the quality of the epilogue doesn't matter while my disinterest in my remaining questions are telling. The
majority of the game is so dull, slow and frustrating it's difficult to get invested in the story or the ending.. Uhhhhhhhhh Volume
5 came out and it's pretty ok I guess. The first character ??????\/Polypa is pretty alright,  they are a buff olive blood mercenary
girl and is overall pretty hot. Zebruh is honestly a massive piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I hate him but
not because he is badly written but more of a he is supposed to be a bad person and you are supposed to hate him sort of way,
and honestly i'm fine with that.

I haven't brought up the art yet because honestly it's not that great compared to the previous volumes, it's not horrible but I do
think the backgrounds are worse and the characters look a bit odd. The music is fine but with every passing volume I wish more
and more the music would actually change during the character's path. Overall this act is just alright, not boring like volume 4
and volume 2, just ok. Also there is a netflix and chill joke so -88,888 points.

Score: I wanted  Polypa to sexually assault me instead\/5. This is another game that I wanted to like but Im really on the fence.
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Or a little on the other side of it. The buildings look great! The unit handling is terrible. You cannot drag selection a group of
your soldiers and expect to get them all. All this game will allow is for you to select one group of soldiers at a time. This is
frustrating when you're trying to win a battle. This game does badly what C&C Generals and Starcraft do well. And Starcraft is
15 years old!

What is also frustrating is that there are many scenario scenes that run during the game. These scenes are used to convey the
next set of ohjectives. While the scene is running you can't select units or do what they're asking you to do.

I give this game a 5 or 6 out of 10. This is ONLY a 'yes' if you buy it on sale, do not buy this at full price.

Don't get me wrong, this is a nice unit, the cab looks good, I like the sounds and it comes with a load of liveries but not putting
ANY scenarios with it seems a bit lazy. You can of course get some from the workshop but to me, a payware product should
work right 'out of the box' so to speak, withoiut you having to download more stuff to get proper use out of it.. Multiplayer not
working x.x
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It needs some major balance tweaks and QoL enhancements.

Honestly 20 grenades is just too much. Thats pretty much the #1 cheese strat. Throw a grenade knock them down go shoot
them. It's boring. Even by the end of the game you still have plenty of grenades left. Theres very little tactical gunplay, more
tactical grenade play.

As for tactical gunplay... well the RNG is in your favor as far as not getting shot. If you're behind cover it's 0.0%-0.6% thats .6
percent chance of getting shot. So maybe in 20 minutes you might kill someone. Best yet, you are pretty much in cover if you go
prone... which is pretty much instantanious btw. Which basically forces permanent relocation and grenade cheese strats like
above. Theres no differentiating the type of cover, be it a car, a wall, a window, prone. They all work pretty much the same. If
someone has a corner on a wall 0 percent chance of shooting them, even from the side. It's not fun...

So no private servers, no passwords, no ability to play with a couple people if you want.

Matches take forever to start, forever to launch, forever to get in a game, then when you're all dead, it takes forever watching
them tap the points wandering around the map for awhile....

The ranking system is a blessing\/curse. You're at the will of higher ranked players to start the matches, hand out weapons.

Graphics 3\/5
Gameplay 2\/5
Fun 1\/5

Fix some of the issues and it'd be better, but I sort of doubt it considering the community that like it how it is. If you haven't
followed this game, I'd recommend against buying it.

Apparently the grenade tactics have been here since inception... Refunded. I'll check back later.. Rebecca in a Capcom
cheerleader outfit. <3 <3 <3

... worth every penny. I just wish they gave her the white panties version. >:D

11\/10 would watch her cheer for Capcom!. Eyyy I'm walkin here! Luke Sidewalker has you walking across a series of levels in
and around NYC, picking up boosts and dodging tourists and obstacles. While the premise is simple, the game is filled with
subtle and not-so-subtle NYC references and one-liners that give it a nice charm. Worth a download!. I feel rushed to find the
letters to the point i can't even read them. I feel timed by the song because i found out by the first level that if you don't find all
the letters by the end of the song then you don't find them at all. i then found myself search the level for all the things i could
click instead of enjoying the letters and the music.. I'm not a hockey fan, but I am a fan of sports games so I picked this up. My
main takeaway from it is that the gameplay itself is pretty fun, but I guess unsurprisingly for a game at this price point, there's
not a lot of depth outside of that.

Best suited as a multiplayer game to have fun with friends, so it's a shame it's only local multiplayer. There is a knockout
tournament mode where each round is a seven game series, which is quite fun to play alone, but it's not something you'll get a
huge amount of mileage out of.

There are fights that happen during the games which I found super tedious. I'm not sure exactly how they're triggered, but some
games barely have any while others are littered with them. It got to a point where I was just letting my player get knocked out
just to get it over with quicker. Again, this is probably something that would be more fun with friends, but even then I feel like
it's only taking time away from the actual hockey part of the game, which is infinitely more fun.

It's missing a team\/player creation aspect that feels like it belongs here. The generic teams aren't very interesting.

As I said, the hockey part is really fun. It's satisfying to score goals, and there's a fun surprise if you get a hat trick. If you're
looking for a couple of hours of mindless fun while you listen to a podcast, there are definitely worse ways to spend your
money.
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